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BUSINESS PROPOSAL 

VINAVER BEEHIVES 
 

Activity 

Considering the catastrophic mortality rate bees are suffering due to human economic interests, we 

have chosen to help the bees by building, installing and servicing ecological beehives, designed under 

biodynamic permaculture guidelines. 

Purpose  

 To help the environment by helping the bees with a suitable technology and methodology. 

Helping the bees will help us more than we can imagine. 

 To produce 100% ecological honey, which is in demand. 

 To help the city’s greenery with pollination. 

 To take advantage of the fact that city greenery is not sprayed with pesticides or at least less 

so than in the country side, which means that the resulting honey is even more ecological. 

Project description 

Installation and yearly maintenance of Vinaver Beehives, either on your rooftop, plot, garden, 

backyard or park. If you don´t have a place to put them, you can sponsor beehives in places we 

provide. The package includes : 

 The beehives 

 The bee colonies 

 The beehive´s installation 

 The beehives upkeep and maintenance throughout the years 

 The harvest of the honey 

 Bottling the honey, applying the labels and packing them in cardboard boxes for easy 

handling. (You provide the jars and the labels, which we can help to locate) 

Geographic location : 

In and around Stockholm’s rooftops, gardens, parks, backyards and other suitable places. It will be 

also offered in Paris, where the concept has taken hold. Even if your headquarters are in Sweden, due 

to the affluence of tourism, Paris can also be a good place for your logo and brand name to be visible 

on the beehives. 

Time frame :  

Starting immediately, as soon as we have your approval and the funds. Natural cycles take their time 

but we are still on time to install hives for the 2018 cycle. The beehives will be installed as soon as 

possible, to give them time to weather on site. Then, the second step will be to introduce the bees in 

the hives next spring, at the appropriate time for the bees in their lifecycle. Period of performance: 3 

years initially, 2017 – 2019. The period of performance can be prolonged as long as you wish. 
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Rights and opportunities for your company  

 Sponsorship of beekeeping means active CSR work: You contribute to sustainable 

development by increasing pollination in the area of Stockholm, favoring the pollination of 

local fields, enhancing crops, supporting local food production and saving in transportation 

costs. 

 Sponsorship of beekeeping enhances the company's image in business, as you can advertise 

your commitment and be on our website as a donor and partner; Later, marketing can also 

be done via our channels. 

 Buying and supporting the beehive will get you the above rights, plus you will receive your 

100% ecological honey, which you can sell to your customers and give to your friends. 

 In exchange, you would contribute with a yearly fixed payout - to keep the bees alive and 

healthy. The sponsoring-only alternative would cost less, since you would choose not to 

receive the honey. You could however, receive a token og two jars. 

 But above all, by helping the environment you will be helping all of us on the planet. 

 

Our company 

Vinaver   

Organisation nr. 591102-3371 

VAT reg nr. SE591102-337101 

Munkkärrsvägen 12 

132 36 Saltsjö-Boo 

Member in Sveriges Biodlares Riksförbund, Wermdö Skeppslag Biodlarföreningen and Biodynamiska 

Föreningen. 

 

Our objectives 

 To help save the environment, ourselves and the next generations. 

 To increase the national production of organic honey. 

 To contribute to humanitarian and environmental projects. Once the costs have been covered, 

some of the revenue will go to environment and humanitarian aid where it is most necessary. 

For example, we would help training programs in the vulnerable areas of Mexico, where the 

government has abandoned its responsibility due to extreme corruption. We, the civil society, 

have a moral responsibility to help. These are just a few examples where help is needed and 

where we should start helping: 

If we take Mexico´s socio-economic crisis, for example, we can: 

 support the woodwork education program in Tlalnelhuayocan, Veracruz, which teaches young 

people to use fallen trees to make wooden objects, preventing them from being drawn into 

drug cartels because of work shortages. 
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 we could also support eco-tourism undertakings in the Tuxtlas region, where the last 

mexican jungle is dissapearing and funds are needed to continue with existing 

environmental programs. Professionals are there to develop them, but funds are lacking, 

since they are withdrawn by institutions.  

These are just some examples where help is dearly needed and where we would begin to help.  

 

Connection to your company, to your institution or to you as an individual: 

As a company and a human being that cares for the environment, you know the value in these 

objectives. A healthy environment is the prerequisite for our survival. 

 

Other sponsors/donnors : 

Our biodynamic beehive is very successful in other parts of the world and it has proven to be a success 

in Sweden as well. It offers bees a better living solution since they are now facing harsh environmental 

challenges. You can become a founding supporter of this great cause.  

As we introduce this unique ecological beehive, the Quality Hotel in Sickla will become our second 

client after the Idun Waldorfskola in Nacka. 

The concept of urban beekeeping on building roofs has become very popular in Sweden. Companies, 

organisations and institutions have adopted and implemented already this concept. Some examples 

are: Gothia Towers Göteburg, Clarion Hotel Arlanda Airport, Sigtuna Hotel Kalmar, Hilton Hotel 

Slussen, Sigtuna Kommun, Tyresö Kommun, Radison Blu Hotel, Ica HK Solna, etc. 

 

Technical solutions 

This hive model uses straight forward natural and ecological solutions. It is not a high-tech 

undertaking, but rather, an endeavor that takes wise advantage of nature’s gifts. We have chosen to 

take into account the bee’s needs before ours, which of course will end up helping us as well. 

We must remember that bees are highly sensitive beings, so among the actions we have chosen to 

take to make our beehives a better fit for bees are: 

 Instead of harvesting all their honey (which is their food) and giving them water with sugar, 

we are leaving them what they really need to be healthy with, which is their own honey. We 

therefore only collect the surplus they produce and in turn, they produce more. 

 We build the hives with local untreated and unpainted wood, since protection coatings 

weaken their immune system. 

 We have eliminated pre-fabricated extruded paraffin plates, an alien unnatural element in the 

nest, letting the bees build their own.  

 We have also eliminated the wires that hold the paraffin plates,  which tamper energetically 

with their sensitive antennae. 
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Honey production  
 
Four beehives are the recommended quantity of hives, since you will be obtaining more honey when 

the bee colonies reach maximum production output. This number of hives will also back up production 

results if any of the four bee colonies were to suffer setbacks along the way.  

Since we follow natural cycles, not all years are good years for bees. For instance, 2016 was very bad 

for bees:    40% of them died worldwide ! However, 2017 has been a much better year, a good reason 

to try to hurry so we can install the hives on time! After a two-year settling process by the bees in their 

new homes, each hive is expected to produce roughly 10 kg of honey per year if we don’t continue 

tampering with nature. (One bee has to fly 88 514 km, that’s 2.2 times around the world, to produce 

0.45 kg of honey). 

 

Budget/Costs 

 

There are different options to choose from: buying beehives, sponsoring beehives, sponsoring 

participations in a hive (1000 bees in a hive) or sponsoring individual bees : when buying beehives you 

will get your own organic raw honey in jars, which can be labeled with your company´s logo. 

Sponsoring beehives or indivisual bees represent another alternative to helping bees when you do not 

need honey. 

You can choose how many beehives you want to buy, support and / or sponsor. The more beehives 

we can install for you, the better and it´s cheaper. The monthly fee of 3 400 kr including VAT for a 

beehive is reduced by 9% for more beehives, so the monthly fee for two hives will be 6 300 kr, for 3 

hives will be 9 200 kr and for four hives will be 12 100 kr. A downpayment of 50% applies the first year, 

for the production and installation of the ecological beehives and for the care and welfare of the bees. 

In the following years, you will only need to pay their monthly upkeep. 

It is strongly recommended to have more than one beehive to ensure honey production and to back-

up eventual setbacks. Four beehives represent the ideal number.  

A shipping cost of 500 kr is added for transportation and installation of the beehive(s) and no 

additional shipping cost will occur afterwards.  

It is possible to pay every six months or yearly if this simplifies the customer's financial management. 

Alternative payment variations can be applied, according to the customer's request. 
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Honey harvest in Sweden 

 

As the number of beehives declined during the 1990s, the honey harvest also did. By the year 2000, 

the harvest was estimated to average 3300 tons per year, less than half of the honey consumed in 

Sweden. The rest is imported from Denmark, Argentina, the United States, Hungary and Germany.  

Most of the honey from Denmark and Germany comes from other countries of origin, namely from 

countries outside the EU. However, we believe it is imperative to increase our local honey production, 

especially if it is produced ecologically. 

 

                                                     ___________________________ 

 

 

This business offer was developed by VD Martin I. P. Grinberg.  
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